EDUC research summer school „Islands of (the) Enlightenment“: preliminary programme
(first draft)*

Monday, 01.07.
Welcome
Panel I: Island Literatures
Presentations:
Prof. Dirk Wiemann (UP): Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe and the Island-paradigm of the Enlightenment
Prof. Valentina Serra (University of Cagliari): Italian receptions of Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe
Prof. Gesine Müller (University of Cologne/UP): Islands and Archipelagos in European Literatures
Workshop/Reading/Students’ posters

Tuesday, 02.07.
Panel II: Island Epistemologies
Presentations:
Prof. Anja Schwarz/Prof. Lars Eckstein (UP): Tupaias Maps and the Tahiti discourses of the Enlightenment
Stefanie Stockhorst (UP): Topographies of the Enlightenment within the Early Modern feudal order
Workshop/Reading/Students’ posters

Wednesday, 03.07.
Excursion to Berlin: Visit of the exhibition „Enlightenment“ in the „Deutsches Historisches Museum“, visit of the Pfaueninsel as a place of Prussian colonialism (Kunckel’s Glasperlenfabrik).

Thursday, 04.07.
Panel III: Island Politics
Presentations:
Prof. Iwan-Michelangelo D’Aprile (UP): Haitian Enlightenment
Prof. Michael Roy (Paris Nanterre): Haiti and the Euro-American abolitionist discourse
Workshop/Reading/Students’ posters

Friday, 05.07.
Round table and final discussion

*changes can occur at any time